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Functional Areas

1. DC Facility Power
2. DC Facility Cooling
3. IT Space Layout and Design
4. DC Facility Monitoring and Control
5. DC Facilities Operation
The Projects and their Markets

OCP Projects Intersection across Technology Verticals

OCP Technology Projects

- Networking
- Server
- Storage
- Rack & Power

- Data Center
- Telco
- Compliance and Interoperability
- High Performance Compute
- Hardware Management

OPEN. FOR BUSINESS.
Existing Topics

- Data Center Mechanical and Electrical Specs (Final)
- Colocation Facility Guidelines (Draft)
- Data Center Cable Infrastructure Cable Schema (Draft)
New Topics

- OCP Modular Data Centers
- Data Center Facility Monitoring and Control with Redfish API
- OCP DC Sustainability Standards
- Official Project Charter
- OCP BIM Library
- Suggestions?